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Community Letter
Dear Centering Prayer Community,
Twelve months ago our year looked typical. We had 2
eight-day retreats in process, our International Day of
Prayer scheduled, introductory workshops on the
calendar, and our keynote speaker on line for the fall.
Our weekly mini-retreat in the east valley was fully
subscribed. Prescott enjoyed a new prayer group, and
our involvement with the national and local 12 Step
Outreach recovery community continued to thrive.
But this has not been a typical year, has it? It has been
marked by change, both nationally and locally. Our
nation’s unity and civility have been sorely challenged.
The world has reeled from assaults by extreme
hurricanes, earthquakes, forest fires and floods. It
would seem that the anxiety level of our human family
has notched up a few degrees.

pleasure of experiencing Dr. Ward Bauman (article
inside). St. Barnabas on the Desert Episcopal Church
has invited Dr. James Finley for a day of wisdom
teaching on March 17, 2018 (https://saintbarnabas.org/
all-events/finley2018/). And on the first Wednesday of
each month a sacred Taize service is held from 7 to 8
pm in St. Joseph Hospital’s beautiful chapel.
As always, there is more information on our website
(www.contemplativeoutreach-phoenix.org) and we will
email you periodically to highlight current
opportunities. We look forward to a year of fellowship
and sharing and wish you all the graces of the Holy
Spirit.
Your Chapter Service Team

Locally we bade farewell to two cherished founders of
Contemplative Outreach of Phoenix, Phil and Mary
Leonard. Our much anticipated keynote speaker, Dr.
Dan Miller, had to cancel at the 11th hour due to illness.
Our two intensive retreats at Santa Rita were cancelled
because of construction noise from a new retreat house
that is being built. While everything else moved nicely
along, we had never experienced so many changes in
one year of planning.
Now, in 2018, we begin again, releasing the past and
trusting wholly in the Holy Spirit. This year, we would
like to focus on the “outreach” part of our title,
connecting with and getting to know our small prayer
groups. We will come to you, and we invite you to
come to us. We are all part of the living circulatory
network of worldwide Contemplative Outreach. We
hope you will attend the annual International Day of
Prayer in March. This is a unique time for fellowship
and discussion around new material from the national
organization. Another valuable time for connections
and enrichment will be our Keynote Speaker day on
Saturday, October 13, 2018 when we will have the
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Begin Advent and Lent with a
Special Retreat Day
St. Bridget Catholic Church, Mesa

St. Bridget's Spirituality Center is home to the
Contemplative Outreach Silent Retreat Days. A
program now in its fifth year, inspired by Becky
Weinburg and Mary Leonard's vision of bringing
the eight-day Intensive Retreat Program from the
monastery to the city. This makes the retreat
teaching and prayer available to those not able to
take the time away. The program is now in its
fifth year and the fruit is not just for the lives of
those participating. St. Bridget Parish
Community has seen the benefits as well. The
programs now operating at the Spirituality
Center, which seeks to grow the charisms of St.
Bridget for our times, have really come about
from the fruit of the prayer of these Silent Days.
One of those good fruits is a program now in its
third year. It is the Advent and Lent Silent
Saturday Retreat Days. The days are offered from
9:00am-1:00pm on a Saturday morning usually
right before the church season begins. Fr. Scott
Brubaker, the pastor of St. Bridget's, has been the
primary teacher. The program looks at an aspect
of Catholic Spirituality and Theology in
relationship to the church seasons of Advent and
Lent. This past Advent Fr. Scott offered an
excellent day on "Created out of Darkness and
Light for Life.” Other topics have been "A
Journey through the Days of the Tridium,” and “
The Call of Nazareth - inspired by the writings of
Charles de Foucauld". This Spring's program on
Saturday. Feb. 3rd (inspired by the Feast of St.
Bridget on February. 1st) will be “ The Charisms
of St. Bridget - Reigniting the Flame of Christ's
Love for Today.”
The Retreat Days are composed of four 20
minute sessions of teaching, followed by 20
minute prayer walks and 20 minutes of
Centering Prayer. The church and grounds are
beautiful at St. Bridget. The Spirituality Center
library and gardens are also available.
Hospitality is offered and people have been
attending from far and wide. Please contact
Diane Saunders at diane.saunders7@gmail.com
if you have any questions. Registration is not
necessary.
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Events at St. Barnabas on the Desert
Episcopal Church
Contemplative Life Ministries

Introduction to Centering Prayer

On Saturday, February 24 from 9:30 am to 3 pm there will
be an introduction to the background, method and practice
of Centering Prayer. Follow up sessions will continue on
Tuesday evenings. Contact Liza Bell at lizabell@cox.net

James Finley Retreat
“Becoming a Presence of Peace in the
World”
at St. Barnabas on March 17, 2018.

For more information and to register, go to
saintbarnabas.org/ministries/contemplative-life/

Centering Prayer Introductory Workshop
MARCH 3, 2018, 9:30 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.
United Methodist Church Of Casa Grande
(Fireside Room)
1515 North Trekell Road
Casa Grande, Arizona AZ 85122
To register contact Sister M. Rachel Torrez at
rtorrez@cox.net or Sharon Yockey at (cell) 715 379-6623, (h)
520 509-6851, or register online at
www.contemplativeoutreach-phoenix.org

11th Step Silent Retreat
Friday March 16 to Sunday March 18, 2018
Picture Rocks, Arizona
Redemptorist Renewal Center
For registration information go to:
contemplativeoutreach-phoenix.org
or contact David D. at 480-980-0135,
ddierigg@gmail.com
or Therese W. at 602-327-8293,
theresewagner3@gmail.com

Contact People

Contact the following people
for information about Contemplative Outreach programs
and meetings in their area.
• Rick & Kathy Kramer-Howe…. Phoenix 602.955.6057
• Robert Johnson…………………Prescott 928.717.2441
• Rusty Swavely………………….Sedona 928.300.2949
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The Practice of the Presence of God
by Brother Lawrence
A Review by Dave Murray
The most striking thing about this short spiritual
classic is the simplicity with which it conveys its
powerful message. Divided into four sections,
starting with a series of conversations followed by a
section of letters then a section of Spiritual Maxims
and finally a short history of his life. This book
describes the spiritual evolution of a life which, once
touched by God’s grace, forged a path of ever
increasing awareness of God’s presence and the
development of spiritual practices to keep one on this
path.
Brother Lawrence of the Resurrection was born in
1611 as Nicolas Herman in Lorraine France of poor
and humble peasant parents. At 18 years of age, an
epiphany in the midst of winter when looking at a
barren tree opened Lawrence to God’s ever present
being. Despite the tree’s lifeless appearance, he was
filled with the sense that by virtue of God’s
providence, leaves would reappear followed by
blossoms and finally fruit and sensed this was true for
himself as well. From then on, Lawrence was filled
with a sense of God’s presence longing to awaken in
him and nurturing this awakening became his life’s
desire.
Early adult life was a struggle. After joining the
army Lawrence was taken prisoner, accused of
spying and threatened with hanging. To this he
replied that he was not a spy and was not afraid of
death either as he had been touched by God’s grace.
Released by his captors, Lawrence returned to
military service where he was wounded which left
him with a limp that he carried with him the rest of
his life.
After convalescing from his war wound, Lawrence
decided to devote his life to the Lord and eventually
joined the Carmelite Order as a lay brother. Taking
the name Brother Lawrence, he was assigned lowly
kitchen duties that at first he found difficult and
tedious. The first ten years as a lay brother were
fraught with intense fear and anxiety where he
struggled with his worthiness and salvation. Finally,
pushed to the point of despair he cried out “It no
longer matters to me what I do or what I suffer, as

long as I remain lovingly united to Your will”. With
this total abandonment came an opening to God’s
loving presence and action over the next 40 years
until his passing on Feb 12, 1691 at the age of 80.
The heart of Brother Lawrence’s faith was a
continual and abiding love of God in both his prayer
and active life. From his Spiritual Maxims he says
about the active life “First of all, we must be
considerate of God in all we do and say” and
“Because of all he is to us, we owe him our thoughts,
words and actions.”
Likewise, concerning prayer, Brother Lawrence says
“What could please God more than for us to leave the
cares of the world temporarily in order to worship
him in our spirits? These momentary retreats serve to
free us from our selfishness, which can only exist in
the world. In short, we cannot show our loyalty to
God more than by renouncing our worldly selves as
much as a thousand times a day to enjoy even a
single moment with Him.”
This short review can only touch on the deep wisdom
and devotion to God that was Brother Lawrence’s
life. However, by studying this work you can gain a
deeper understanding of his teachings and by
incorporating them in your spiritual walk you will
hopefully be led to a life spent in God’s presence.
This is best summarized by Brother Lawrence
himself: “.. by dwelling in the presence of God, one
establishes such a sweet communion with the Lord
that His spirit abides, without much effort in the
restful peace of God. In this center of rest, he is
filled with a faith that equips him to handle anything
that comes into his life.”
To learn more of Brother Lawrence, go to on-line
retreat sponsored by Contemplative Outreach at:
http://www.spiritualityandpractice.com/ecourses/
course/view/130

Consenting to the Divine Presence
and action within us is
the heart and soul
of Centering Prayer.
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LETTING GOD BE GOD: Reflections
from Meister Eckhart’s Spiritual
Direction (excerpts)
By Ward J. Bauman
Meister Eckhart’s historical background and his
remarkable advice to spiritual seekers as guidance for
spiritual direction in a modern context.

“As God finds you, so God takes and receives you .”
Brother Eckhart (1260 – 1327 AD) was a Dominican
friar in thirteenth century Medieval Germany, having
joined the order during his teens. He was highly
educated for his time. One of the earliest evidences of
his training and leadership is that he was made Prior of
his monastery in 1294. He later went on to receive his
Master’s degree and thus he is more commonly known
as “Meister Eckhart.” What we do not know, but see
evidence for, is the extensive spiritual training that he
received. Perhaps, then, his nomenclature, “Meister,” or
Master, as we say in English, is even more appropriate
to us, his many spiritual followers, as a truly divine
teacher!
A significant gift to us from the time he was Prior is a
collection of “talks of instruction,” compiled from
question and answer sessions with his novices in
spiritual direction. These early works from the Master
are wonderfully tangible and accessible, speaking
directly to our modern spiritual concerns. What comes
later, and are better known, are copies of Eckhart’s
many sermons. But, as one sees from these
manuscripts, all that followed was deeply grounded in
his earlier work with the novitiate under his care.
(Meister Eckhart identifies four typical illusions. The
following excerpt here is Dr. Bauman’s writing on the
third illusion.)

This is where our prayer-life comes into examination.
We must ask, what is prayer and how do we pray? What
are we praying for? This is foundational to the rest of
our spiritual work. A practice of prayer is understood as
basic to a transformation of life. But the prayer that
Eckhart says is primary and most powerful is the prayer
of a “bare mind.” This represents a change in
consciousness from self-will to fully seeking and being
surrendered to the Divine will.

“We must school ourselves”, therefore, “in abandoning
till we keep nothing back.”

This kind of prayer isn’t, as Eckhart has said, a prayer
to get what we want and avoid what we don’t want. It’s
a prayer that says instead, “not my will but yours be
done.” This was Jesus’ prayer and it must be ours as
well. Anything else is a divergence from true spiritual
work. This marks the first major step toward a
transformation of life. This is why, ultimately, it is a
wordless prayer. There’s nothing to tell God, for there’s
nothing to ask of God, there’s nothing that God doesn’t
already know about us. There is, then, nothing else for
us to do but to surrender in union to this God who “lies
hidden in the ground of the soul.” Here is our ultimate
goal, and also the answer to our quest. For in turning
within, to the Ground of one’s being, is to “be turned
into God and become fully united with God, so that
God’s own becomes ours, and our all becomes God’s:
our heart and God’s heart and our body and God’s one
body.” This kind of prayer is its own answer.

Conversion of life happens when we learn to turn away
from an attitude and a focus upon “one’s self” and

To make this turning within, where one lives from the
Ground of one’s being, is simultaneously a turning

The third illusion: we are attached to certain
outcomes or expectations that we believe our
spiritual practices should give us.
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begin to live a life centered upon God. “Wherein
lies . . . true possession of God – this really having God.
This true possession of God depends on . . . an inner
mental turning and striving toward God – but not a
thinking of God . . . an imagined God . . . rather an
essential God . . .” In other words, as Eckhart will later
say in a sermon, the soul (or human consciousness) can
turn in one of two directions: usually it is focused upon
and lives from the senses, that is, on what pleases and
supports the egotistical life. But in this conversion of
life, there’s a turning within, to the Presence of God,
dwelling in the ground of one’s being. This, of course,
represents maturity in one’s prayer practice, which is
the contemplation of God with us. It is evidenced by a
turning away from a conceptual God to discovering
God as God is and not as we want or imagine God to
be.
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away from the many enticements and delusions of the
egotistical life. One has to then face the second illusion
of that life, which is, our attachments. Are we attached
to certain outcomes? Are we attached to certain people?
Are we attached to money and things or a way of life?
Are we attached to a certain self-image? Eckhart
particularly asks if we are attached to certain ideas or
beliefs about God. As we take this deeper step into
God, we also begin to see with the eyes of God and a
new self-perspective comes into focus. We see that
attachments have taken over our lives. Our wants, be it
beautiful living, possessions, acceptance, the God we
want (we could go on and on), have taken precedence
and there’s little room for the immediacy of God’s will.
We see that we’ve become so attached to outcomes or
people or things that we’ve lost sight of our true selves
and our authentic desires. Our journey back, then, must
be through the practice of detachment…
Those who are called and are longing for the fullness of
God come to understand, as Jesus taught and modeled
for us, that the foundation of all spiritual work is
“poverty of spirit.” As we learn to let go of self-focus
and self-centeredness, we are also learning through
love to embrace life’s fullness and our highest.
Creation’s goal is that ultimately God will be all in all,

working though all. In our spiritual work we are
becoming agents for this transformative creative
process. As God is actively working within us, our
illusions will be revealed in order for God to be more
fully God in us…
The ultimate spiritual practice is to “let go and let
God,” as they say in Alcoholics Anonymous. Practicing
God’s presence is the metanoia or turning to God that
Jesus says is necessary. It requires a discipline and a
practice that, at first, might seem unnatural, but in time
becomes the most natural thing in the world. It begins
to shift ones focus from all externals to the One who is
ever Present with us. In this way, our consciousness
rises above the ego’s self-protective beliefs to much
deeper insights into our lives. As one then “holds fast to
God, God and all virtues cleave to one. And what
before you sought, now seeks you; what before you
pursued, now pursues you; and what before you fled,
now flees you. And so, if a person cleaves fast to God,
all that is divine cleaves to that person and all that is
alien and remote from God flees.”
“Whoever has all God’s will and what God wants is
joyful. No one has that but the one whose will and
God’s will are one. God grant us this oneness. Amen.”

Our Best Wishes to Dan Miller, PhD.
As many of you know, our keynote speaker for November, 2017 was
forced by illness to cancel his appearance. We were all
disappointed but conveyed our prayers and hopes for a speedy
return to health and well being.
Dan is a deep soul who shares his contemplaBve presence via his
website (www.thesacredbraid.org) , presentaBons and parish
missions, and spiritual direcBon. He writes:
“My commitment and joy is to accompany people awakening to or
aware of their desire to live signiﬁcant lives, to make their way in
the midst of life’s diﬃculBes and dilemmas, to become more fully
alive, to experience inner healing and growth, to culBvate lives of
spiritual depth, to learn what it means to be the beloved of God,
and to discover and oﬀer their giPs for the good of others and all
the earth.”
Our community sends Dan conBnued prayers and love for a full
return to his beauBful service in the ChrisBan contemplaBve walk.
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Experiencing the Annual 12 Step
Outreach Snowmass Retreat
Four of us in 12 step recovery from Phoenix traveled to
Snowmass, CO, for the annual ten-day silent 12 step
retreat this year. The drive there allowed us to slowly
unplug from our hectic lives. We finished up last
minute emails, texts, a few phone calls until the
batteries wore down on our cell phones before getting
there. Along the way, we listened to some politics on
the radio. I ate a hamburger for lunch knowing we’d be
on a vegetarian diet. It’s a beautiful drive especially
going through Moab. We arrived in time for the first
dinner and were allowed to talk until after the opening
circle. The opening circle started with everyone
introducing ourselves. Abbot Joseph welcomed us on
behalf of the monks and said they would be praying for
us. He said he also wanted to extend his welcome
beyond the monastery and welcome us on behalf of the
entire Valley where the monastery is located. He
described it as a special place not just to the monks but
to everyone there because of the beauty of the
surrounding nature and how God’s presence is felt
there. He ended it by saying to think of the Valley as
being held in the Hand of God. We just have to be open
to it and consent.
The four of us wrote short impressions of our retreat
experience. Retreats are very personal and often we
don’t know all the ways we were impacted until much
later, so this is just very general.
Dave D.
My intention in the opening circle was to remain open
moment by moment and to remember to practice this. I
tried to repeat the intention throughout the retreat, as I
walked to the monastery for mass and vespers in the
evening, going outside for exercise, or when being
alone in the hermitage. My spiritual director
encouraged me to not read too much and instead try to
be more present with feelings and emotions. The long
periods of Centering Prayer, being unplugged from all
technology, and the grand silence certainly allowed that
to happen. I think what I came
away with was a greater desire
for the practice and an increase in
my faith.
Therese W.
I came to Snowmass with an open
mind and an open heart and it’s
been a great 10 days! Away from
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the distractions of work, social media and the city noise,
I‘ve experienced being and staying in the present
moment more that I ever have on previous retreats. I
experienced God’s presence and gentleness through
nature, through the staff, through the monks and
through my own time in silence, stillness and solitude.
With increased awareness and a conscious contact with
God, I was able to accept God’s love and mercy and in
turn, recognize and accept some of my own emotional
programs for happiness (or character defects) and start
to collaborate in partnership with God to redirect my
thinking and begin developing new and healthier
patterns that lead to true happiness. I hope to carry this
experience with me as I transition back into my
ordinary daily life.
Steve H.
This was my first ten-day silent retreat, which gave me
slight trepidation because I had not yet started a solo
daily meditation practice. My first sigh of relief came
after sitting for one hour in the group silence, realizing
that I was not only capable of being present, but
enjoyed the peace of the magnificent prayer room at St.
Benedict’s. My retreat intention was to allow myself to
get out of the way and let my Higher Power love me.
Because all our creature comforts and necessities were
meticulously provided by the staff, the retreatants are
completely free to focus on spiritual growth. Reading,
meditating, experiencing the mountain environs and
feeling the radiant energy from the resident monks
provided a glimpse into a life of devotion and
contemplation. This taste of serenity fills my heart long
after returning to my daily life, and now fuels my daily
solo meditation practice. Congratulations to St.
Benedict’s on their 60th anniversary and may they
prosper in 2018!

Sarah M
The time in silence, contemplation, and meditation
allowed for a deep reset that I continue to process in the
time after the retreat. I feel a shift in the deeper waters
that move through me. For me, the setting and the
surrounding nature, in which I sat and walked daily,
was central to my retreat.
Dropping into the grand silence
and committing to allow and
welcome any material or internal
experience that was ready to
emerge created an expansion of
internal space that I brought home
with me. It was a wonderful
wonderful and meaningful time.
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PRACTICAL MYSTICISM: TRANSFORMED BY LOVE
October 13, 2018

9:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M.

Central United Methodist Church
875 N. Central Avenue, Phoenix 85004

Seating is limited
Lunch provided

Guest Speaker

Ward Bauman is an ordained Episcopal priest. He served
as a parish priest in San Francisco. He developed an
organization for interfaith dialogue, and a spiritual life
center for prayer and renewal. In 2002 he became the
director of the Episcopal House of Prayer at St. John’s
Benedictine Abbey, in Collegeville, MN. He worked
closely with Cynthia Bourgeault and Lynn Bauman. He
co- authored, The Luminous Gospels: Thomas, Mary
Magdalene, and Philip.
Beginning with Jesus, the first Christians understood the
necessity for conversion of life, or transformation to be
primary practice. Based on this, Ward’s presentation will
be interactive, and will offer practical application. He will
show how working with our natural energies can assist in
transformlng life into its fullness of being.

Parking in church lot AND North corner of Phoenix Museum lot
Fee is $40.00. Payment is due at time of registration.
Register at www.contemplativeoutreach-phoenix.org and pay via PayPal, credit card,
or mail check made out to Contemplative Outreach of Phoenix to:
Sister M. Rachel Torrez 8141 N. 16th Street #5 Phoenix, AZ 85020.
For more information or questions regarding scholarships contact Sister M. Rachel at
rtorrez@cox.net or 602 944-2728.
Name ________________________________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________________________________
Phone ___________________________________________ check for vegetarian lunch-IMPORTANT_________
Email address ________________________________________________________________________________

United in Prayer Day
Saturday March 24, 2018 9:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Central United Methodist Church
1875 N. Central Avenue,
Phoenix, AZ 85004
Join your Contemplative Outreach family
on this special annual day of prayer. We
will see a new DVD and discuss, with time
for fellowship and connections.
Refreshments will be served. Please
register on the website
www.contemplativeoutreach-phoenix.org
so we know how to plan. See you there!

Contemplative Outreach, LTD.
2622 E. Del Rio Dr
Tempe, AZ 85282-4136
*Return Receipt Requested*

www.contemplativeoutreach-phoenix.org

